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I first learned of Mary Bowser while researching my doctoral
dissertation on African American literature, when I read a few
sentences about her espionage in A Shining Thread of Hope: The
History of Black Women in America, by Darlene Clark Hine and
Kathleen Thompson. This brief account immediately sparked my
interest: How did Mary Bowser come to play such an amazing
role in the Civil War? What was the emotional cost for an educated African American pretending to be a purportedly ignorant
slave? How did the unusual relationship between Mary and Bet
affect both women?
This novel gave me an opportunity to answer those questions.
It also provided me with a chance to explore the significant roles
African Americans played in abolition and to understand the conflicts that arose among anti-slavery advocates of both races, who
often disagreed about what were the expedient and morally correct actions to take to end slavery. I savored the chance to learn
about urban slavery in industrialized Richmond and free black
life in Philadelphia. Even the Civil War—which I admit always
seemed rather dull when I had to study it in school—suddenly
became fascinating as I delved beyond the names of the battles
to understand the daily experiences of enslaved and free blacks,
as well as pro-Union and pro-Confederate white Southerners, as
they lived through our nation’s most awful years.
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This book, which began with questions now ends with still
more questions, ones that you can use to guide your own discussions about Mary, Bet, and the other characters who played such
remarkable roles in American history.
1. The novel opens with two epigrams, one from Ralph Waldo
Emerson and the other from Maria Stewart. What specific aspects of Mary’s life confirm Emerson’s belief that all of history
is in one person, and that each person’s life reflects national
crises? Stewart, who was herself a black abolitionist, wondered if a woman might be the one to end slavery. In what
ways does being female allow Mary and Bet to take on their
great roles in history?
2. Often when we think of slavery, we think of plantations. How
does slavery in Richmond differ from plantation slavery?
How is it similar? What did you find most surprising about
the lives of slaves and of free blacks in Richmond?
3. Though both of Mary’s parents were born in slavery, their
experiences of slavery were quite different: her mother was
raised in New York, was taught to read, and worked as a
house slave; her father was born on a plantation and performed skilled labor at the smithy. How do these differences
shape the characters?
4. When Bet frees her slaves, Mary and her parents face a difficult choice because of Virginia law. Was Bet being selfish
and headstrong when she chose to emancipate the Van Lew
slaves without considering how being forced out of the community would affect them? Or was she doing the right thing
by letting Mary’s family and the other freed slaves decide on
their own what to do?

7. The Civil War was the bloodiest conflict in American history.
The violence that marked the era erupts in very personal ways
at numerous points in the novel: when Mary learns the story
of the fugitive slave whom she and McNiven transport to New
Jersey; when the Philadelphia abolitionists respond to John
Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry; when Mary and Wilson learn
about McNiven’s participation in planning the explosion at
the Confederate ammunition factory; and when a Confederate soldier threatens Bet’s life. Ultimately, what do you think
about the use of violence to right a deep wrong, such as slavery? Is it always justified, never justified, or, if it depends on
the circumstances, what sort of circumstances justify intentionally killing someone else?
8. Mary admits to Wilson that she feels responsible for her father’s death. Do you agree? Was she wrong to stay in Richmond to continue her spying rather than saving her only
blood relative?
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6. When we read the novel, we already know that during the
war Lincoln signs the Emancipation Proclamation, and
that after the Union victory, all the slaves become free. But
Mary chooses to walk back into slavery without knowing for
sure that these things will happen. Why does she make this
choice? How does living free in Philadelphia shape her willingness to return to slavery in Richmond?
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5. Mary knows almost nothing about what Northern life is
like when her parents decide to send her to Pennsylvania.
What are the biggest surprises for Mary—and for you as a
reader—about life in Philadelphia in the decade before the
Civil War?
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9. Mary’s mother is certain that Jesus has a plan for her daughter. At times, Mary seems to share this belief, but at other
times she doubts it. Wilson says her spying is the right thing
to do, regardless. Do you think it matters whether Mary is
choosing for herself to be a spy or whether she is fulfilling a
plan that someone else—her mother, Bet, McNiven, or even
Jesus—has for her?
10. Theodore and Wilson are very different. What attracts Mary
to each of them? What attracts them to her? Do you see ways
that her experience of being courted by Theodore affects her
relationship with Wilson?
11. Over the course of the novel, Mary learns to trust a series
of white people: Zinnie Moore, Thomas McNiven, Bet Van
Lew, and Bet’s mother. What are the qualities that Mary finds
easiest to trust in each, and what are the things that challenge
her trust? Why does she need to learn to rely on people who
are so different from each other as well as from her? What
does each of these characters learn from Mary?
12. The American playwright Eugene O’Neill wrote, “The
past is the present, isn’t it? It’s the future, too.” What does
America today share with the past depicted in the novel? Do
slavery and the Civil War still affect us?

